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School libraries, especially those found in the elementary
schools, are a product of the twentieth century. Educators did
not recognize the need for elementary school libraries until 1918,
when there was a growing dissatisfaction with classroom teaching
which consisted of transmitting knowledge which they could easily
find in textbooks. Since new ideas and discoveries were not
quickly incorporated into textbooks, schools did not keep abreast
with the times
From its inception, the function of the elementary school
was assumed to be teaching from textbooks of certain fundamental
skill subjects. The entire educational program. Including school
organization, teaching methods, and teaching materials, centered
about these subjects. In this type of school there was little
occasion to use materials from sources outside the textbooks.
While such a school sometimes had a so-called "library", it
played no essential part in the educational program. It or¬
dinarily consisted of a nondescript collection of books, un¬
organized, uncataloged, and poorly selected for children. Such
^Hazelle M. Anderson, "Service at the Elementary Level",
Library Trends. Vol. I, No. 1 (January, 1953), pp. 298-310.
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libraries served principally as book depositories from which
children might withdraw books to take home, but seldom did they
perform einy of the more vital functions which a modern school
library performs,^
Today's elementary school has a new type of curriculum.
The study-recitation type of procediire, adapted only to textbook
and memoriter learning has given way to an active, integrated
curriculum involving social and dynamic classroom procedures.
The information needed for carrying out the courses of study of
today's curricular involves the widest field of reading and re¬
ference materials - textbooks, library books, magazines, pamphlets,
maps, charts, pictures and audio-visual materials. In any ed¬
ucational program where knowledge is no longer considered as con¬
fined to the pages of the textbook, children need a vast variety
of reference materials if their minds are to be opened to the
living world about them. In order to meet the needs of such an
educational program, library service is as essential in the
modern elementary school as in the high school or college.2
How well each library serves and meets the demands of its
users is of primary ini5>ortance. How effective is the school
library? To what extent does the library fulfill its obligations?
^Jewel Gardiner, Administering Library Service in the




How does the library help In enriching the total school program?
Is the library performing up to Its maximum capacity? Does the
library meet regional, state and national standards? If the
library Is to be evaluated objectively, these questions must be
answered*
In each of seven school library svirveys reviewed, which
were made by students In the School of Llbsrary Service of Atlanta
University, It was noted that In evaluating a school library
or school libraries special emphasis was directed to the follow¬
ing areas: (l) all were evaluated In terms of national, state
£ind regional standards; (2) the materials collections were sys¬
tematically evaluated; (3) special attention was devoted to the
areas of organization, administration, personnel, quarters, equip¬
ment and finance and each gave the background of the library and
related community to be evaluated. The findings of these seven
studies pointed to weaknesses In the same areas. Esther Boatright
Anderson in her "A Survey of the Oglethrope Elementary School
Library, Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958"^ found that (l) the library
personnel, budget, quarters and equipment failed to meet the
national library standards; and (2) the materials collection met
regional and state standards but failed to meet the national
standards. In "A Survey of the Bruce School Library, Llthonia,
^Esther Boatright Anderson, "A Survey of the Oglethrope
Elementary School Library, Atlanta, Georgia, 1957-1958" (un¬
published Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta
University, 1959)•
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Georgia, 1963-1964"^» Jeanette Berry Copeland found the per¬
sonnel, budget and materials collection inadequate. "A Survey
of the Stuart Training School Library, Stuart, Florida, 1957"^
noted that the personnel and materials failed to meet national
standards. In "A Svirvey of the South Side Elementary School
Library, Helena, Arkansas, 1964-1965"3, Maxine Miller found
that the library's material collection failed to meet the state,
regional and national standards and that the budget and physical
facilities did not meet national standards. "A Stirvey of the
Oscar Patterson Elementary School Library, Peuiama City, Florida"^
by Mema Brooks Miller revealed the following inadequacies: the
budget, the physical facilities, the personnel, and the materials
collection. Muriel P. Reid found from "A Stirvey of the Henderson
^Jeanette Berry Copeland, "A Stirvey of the Bruce School
Library, Lithonla, Georgia, 1963-1964" (unpublished Master's
thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1964).
o
Ora Dell Hamilton, "A Survey of the Stuart Training School
Library, Stuart, Florida, 1957" (unpublished Master's thesis.
School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1957).
^Maxine Miller, "A Survey of the South Side Elementary
School Library, Helena, Arkansas, 1964-1965" (unpublished Master's
thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University, 1965).
^Merna Brooks Miller, "A Survey of the Oscar Patterson
Elementary School Library, Panama City, Florida" (unpublished
Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta University,
1964).
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High and Eleinentar7 School Library, Cuthbert, Georgia, 1963-1964"^
that the library budget and materials collection failed to meet
all standards - national, state and regional, and that the plgrsical
facilities and staff did not meet national standards. Mary Bridges
Southhall in "A Survey of Five Selected Elementary School Lib¬
raries in Fulton County, Georgia”^ reported that in three of the
five schools included in the survey, the materials collections
did not meet national standards and that none of the schools met
national standards as they relate to quarters and staff.
These types of evaluations (or surveys) which show the
strengths and weaknesses of the library are essential if school
libraries are to develop and function effectively.
General Characteristics of Auerusta. Georgia
The city of Augusta lies approximately 171 miles southeast
of Atlanta, Georgia, at the head of navigation on the Savannah
River, It serves as the county seat for Richmond County, Augusta
was the capital of Georgia from 1786 to 1795, when there on Jan¬
uary 2, 1788, a state convention ratified the constitution of the
United States. The town was Incorporated in 1789 and given a
^Muriel Powell Reid, "A Survey of the Henderson High and
Elementary School Library, Cuthbert, Georgia, 1963-1964" (un¬
published Master's thesis. School of Library Service, Atlanta
University, 1964).
^Mary Bridges Southhall, "A Survey of Five Selected Elem¬
entary School Libraries in Fulton County, Georgia" (unpublished




The population of caetropolitan Augusta, vhich includes
Richmond County in Georgia, and a portion of Aiken Coimty in
South Carolina, according to the U« S. Census for I960 was
216,639.^ Of this number 63,823 or 40 percent were Negroes.
The population for Richmond County proper was 135,601, of which
42,513 were Negroes.^
The fertile country around Augusta makes it ideal for the
production of cotton, com, grains, peaches and truck crops.
In addition, the city's factory output includes bagging, textiles,
cottonseed, oil products, rayons, lumber and mill work, fire
and building brick, tile, paper goods, chemicals and fertilizers.^
Government research in the area is conducted by the Atomic Energy
Commission at the Savannah River Power Plant.
The Augusta area has a network of modern state and federal
highways. Two bus companies serve the area. Queen City Trail-
ways and Greyhound Bus Conpany. There are two local airports
serving the city, Daniel Field, which is privately owned and
operated, and Bush Field, the commercial airport which is served
by Delta, Eastern and Piedmont Airlines. Transportation is also
^Chicago, Illinois, "Encyclopedia Brltannica". I966 ed.
Vol. II, p. 752.
%. S. Bureau of the Census, U. S. Census of Population;I960
(Washington, D. C.: U. S. Government Printing Office, I964), pp. 1-100.
3Ibid.
^Klaus Berger, "Augusta, Georgia", Collier's Encyclopedia.
1962 ed., Vol. Ill, p. 222.
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provided by the Georgia Railroad, Southern Railroad and the
Atlantic Coastline.
Comimmlcation in the city is provided by two television
stations, four radio stations, two daily newspapers. The Augusta
Herald and The Augusta Chronicle, and one weekly Negro news¬
paper, The Weekly Review.
Cultural and recreational facilities.- - Art, music,
llteratiire and drama are widely enjoyed in the Augusta area.
The local Art Club sponsors art appreciation programs and ex¬
hibits of pictures. Concerts are provided by the Augusta Choral
Society which also sponsors the appearances of professional
artists. Other promoters of cultural attractions in the area
are: the Augusta Ballet Coiqpany, the Augusta Flayers, the Fort
Gordon Players, Paine College Lyceum Committee and the Augusta
Opera Society.
Recreational facilities are wide and varied. The city
operates parka and playgrounds for the enjoyment of its citiaens.
Because of the adld temperatures enjoyed normally year round,
the Clark Hill area is a popular boating, swiDuning, fishing and
cacqping area. Each yeeir the Master's Golf Tournament and the
Titleholders Golf Tovimament offer excitement for people from
all parts of the world.
Education. Augusta is becoming an educational center of
the southeast region of Georgia. The covinty maintains 49 elemen¬
tary and secondary schools. There are 35 elementary schools of
B
which 11 serve Negro pupils predominately. Of the six junior
high schools, three are predominately Negro and of the six senior
high schools, two serve the Negro population for the most part.
There are three parochial schools in the city, Aquinas High School,
St. Mary's Elementary School, and the Immaculate Conception which
is a combination. The two vocational schools seem to be well
integrated racially and are open to all citizens of the Augusta
metropolitan area. There are also three Institutions of higher
education in Richmond County, They are Paine College, a pre¬
dominately Negro liberal arts college supported by the Christian
Methodist Church, and Augusta College and the Medical College
of Georgia which are a part of the University of Georgia system,^
The people of Augusta and Richmond County are also served
by the Augusta-Richmond County Public Library, Besides the main
library there are two branches and two bookmobile units that
serve the residents in the outlying areas of Augusta,
The Levi White Elementary School
Named for Mr, Levi White who served as a school principal
in Richmond County for 50 years, the Levi White Elementary School
was erected in 1956 to serve the South Nellieville Community of
Augusta, Georgia, The original building was a modern brick
structure that contained 18 classrooms, a library, a first-aid
J-Augusta City Directory, (Augusta, Georgia: City Directory
Company, 1964), p, 150,
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room and two offices. Of those 18 classrooms, six were self-
contained classrooms. The school was originally built to
accommodate 540 students. There were 21 faculty members includ¬
ing the principal and secretary.^
In 1964, because of an overflow of students from the Hyde
Park area of Augusta, 10 new classrooms were added to the ex¬
isting structure and the school's enrollment increased from
549 to 965. Table 1 shows this enrollment by grade and sex,
Thera are 30 facility members, including a teacher-libreirian
and a special education teacher. The school is visited twice
a week by a nurse from the Richmond County Health Department,
a speech therapist and a music teacher.
Built on an 11 acre site, the school has adequate play¬
ground space, rest rooms, and drinking facilities inside and
outside for students. Two lounges are provided for teachers.
The objectives of the school which are stated in the Levi
White Faculty "Guidebook" are as follows:
1. To develop wholesome attitudes relative to personal
and community health,
2. To develop within the student an appreciation of
beauty eind cleanliness.
3. To encourage skillful and adequate use of the English
language.
4* To help students attain high standards in the develop¬
ment of moral and spiritual Ideals.
^Levi White Elementary School Faculty, "Guidebook" (Augusta,
Georgia: (n.p.) March, I965), p. 5.
TABLE 1
TOTAL ENROLLMENT OF LEVI WHITE ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL BY GRADE AND SEX, I964-I965*
Grade 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th Total
1-7
Boys 96 66 63 74 73 47 67 486
Girls 81 76 80 48 68 50 76 479
Total 177 142 U3 122 141 97 U3 965
^Robert E. Blount, Principal of Levi White Elementary School,
"Principal’s Report to the State Board of Education", Levi White
Elementary School, Augusta, Georgia, June, 1965.5.To provide vithin the student a respect for the rights
of others, and a desire to associate harmoniously with
others.
6. To provide experiences which will enable the student to
become more effective in the understanding and use of
methods and symbols of communications.
7. To develop within the student an appreciation for beauty
in art, nature, music, and literature.
8. To develop within the student the ability to study and
work independently and to work with others.
9. To help the student understand the value of cooperation,
courtesy and friendship.
10 To provide experiences that will develop
student a sense of value and thrift,^
within the
^Levi White Faculty, op. cit.^ p, 4.
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Beside classroom activities, there are several clubs and
groups vhich sponsor programs of enrichment and growth for the
students. Included in these are the B07 Scouts, the Girl Scouts,
the Brownie and Cub Scouts, the T-Teens, the Drill Team, the
Chorus, and the Band. The school's philosopl:^ concerning extra¬
curricula activities is reflected in the following statement;
" The enjoyment of participation is concomitant with
understanding the value of cooperation, courtesy and friend¬
ship."^
The School Library
Elementary schools are now joining the ranks of educational
institutions equipped with central libraries which took root first
in colleges and universities and, much later in high schools. Now
the longest strides in educational llbreuries are being made in
the elementary schools.^ With this in mind, the administration,
faculty and staff of Levi White began to work toward creating a
central library within the school.
The primary objective of any school library is to further
the objectives of the school. However, the Levi White library
formulated specific objectives of its own. A statement from
hhii.. p. 22.
^Edith Patterson Meyer, Meet the Future (Bostons Little,
Brown and Company, I964), p. 101,
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the Levi Vfliite Facialt7 "Guidebook" specifies the objectives of
the library as follows:
It is the responsibility of the libirary to make
children and books the best of friends. The
library must not only serve to enrich the basic
curriculum of the school, it must also function
as a stimuli for its users. The library should
be able to meet the needs of each student. The
materials collection of the library must be so
select that each child will find something that
will meet his individual need. This collection
must be easily accessible, greatly varied, and
geared to its users desires. To accomplish these
aims, the library and the librarian must work
closely with tbs administration and teachers to
insure the best possible results.^
Purpose and Scope
Prior to 1964-1965 no attempt had been made to evaluate
the Levi White School library's effectiveness and use. It
was not known how or to what extent the library functioned in
the total program of the school or if it functioned at all.
This study was made for the following purposes: (l) to evaluate
the library facilities and services according to regional, state
and national standards; (2) to analyze and evaluate the admin¬
istrative organization of the library; (3) to evaluate the
library's policies, services, equipment, personnel, quarters,
furniture and supplies; and (4) to find out how much the library
meets the needs of the faculty and students.
The survey of the library covers the academic year 1964-1965.
It includes the historical background and organization of the
4he Levi White Faculty, op. cit.. p. 7.
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library as well as the relationship of the librarian with the
pupils, teachers and principal.
Methodology
Before securing material and collecting data for this sur¬
vey, permission from the principal of Levi White School was ob¬
tained to do this study, A careful examination of all library
reports to the principal, financial reports, available circu¬
lation and attendauace records, the principal's reports to the
State Board of Education, shelf-list reports and audio-visual
records was then made.
The Standards for School Library Programs^ and the Georgia
Accrediting Commission's Official Bulletin^ were used in eval¬
uating the personnel, equipment, quarters and facilities of the
library. To evaluate both quantitatively and qualitatively the
materials collection of the library, three checklists were
used: The Georgia Library List for Elementary and High School
Libraries.^ The Children's Catalog^ and A Basic Book Collection
^American Association of School Librarians, Standards For
School Library Programs (Chicago: American Library Association, I960),
^Georgia Accrediting Commission, Official Bulletin. 196A-1965
(Atlanta: State Department of Education, September, I964),
^Georgia Library List for Elementary and High School Libraries.
1962-1963 (Atlemta: State Department of Education. 1962).
^Children's Catalog. (lOth ed.; New York: H, W, Wilson
CoD5>€Uiy, 1961),
u
for Elementary Grades.^ The Georgia Magazine List for High School
and Elementary School Libraries^ and A Baeic Book Collection for
Elementary Grades^ were used to evaluate the appropriateness of
the magazine selections.
Through observation and the attendance and circulation
records, the general use of the library by the students and
faculty was determined.
From these sources the data collected were then coti5)iled.
The areas of strength and weaknesses were determined, and re¬
commendations were then made upon the basis of these findings.
Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades^ I960
(Chicago: American Library Association, I960).
^Georgia Magazine List for High School and Elementary
School Libr^ies (Atlanta:: State Department of Education. 1963).
^A Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades, op, cit.
CHAPTER II
THE LEVI WHITE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL LIBRARY
Organization and Administration
Even though the Levi White School began its first year in
1956, the library was not organized until the fall of I96I. For
seven years the library books which were acquired from the State
Department of Education were left in the boxes they eirrived in
and were stored in the work and conference rooms of the library
and in the utility closet of the school. This situation ex¬
isted for two reasons: (l) from 1956 through 1965 a class was
held in the library; and (2) there was no trained personnel to
assume the responsibility of librarian.
In September of 1961, the present teacher - librarian was
hired. With the help of two other faculty members, the process
of building a central library begem. Because the task of un¬
packing books, processing, cataloging, classifying, and shelving
books was so tremendous, the principal released the three teachers
from their regular classroom duties to work full time in the
library.
For the next four weeks the three teachers worked full time
to create a central library in the school. Because the teacher
who had done the book ordering for the school had had the foresight
15
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to order printed catalog cards from the State Department of
Education along with her book orders, the process of catalog¬
ing the books was made much easier. the first week in October
of 1964 the libraiy was ready for general use.
Administrative policies concerning finance, qualifications
for personnel, physical facilities, and standards for libraries
are formulated at the state level. The county boards of edu¬
cation then adapts these policies to meet the needs of each
region. The methods by which these policies are carried out
are then left to the discretion of each local school*
Personnel
The service rendered by the library constitutes the only
reason for its existence. A library must be more than a room
filled with books. It must be a functioning organization. No
matter how attractive the room may be or how adequate the book
collection, the library is only as effective as the personnel
in charge.^
The State of Georgia adopted the following standard for
the elementary school librarian:
A member of the faculty should be appointed to serve
as librarian, or the chairman of the library cont-
mittee, and this person should have six or more semester
(ten quarter) hours or credit in library science or
have available consultative service within the area
^Jewel Gardiner, on. cit.. p. 30,
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served by the system from a certified librarian.^
The standards set by the American Library Association main¬
tain that:-
1. Librarians?
For the first 900 students or fraction there¬
of; one librsirian for each 300 students or
major fraction thereof. For each additional
400 students or major fraction thereof: one
librarian.
2. Clerks:
One clerk for each 600 students or major fraction
thereof,2
The Levi White Elementary School does not have a full time
librarian. The principal appointed a library committee which con¬
sisted of the teache3>-librarian and three other faculty members.
These persons were chosen because of training, interest in li¬
brary work, art ability and the expressed desire to work with the
library.
The person who serves as librarian received a Bachelor of
Arts degree from Howard University, Washington, D, C, To com¬
plete requirements for a professional certificate in elementary
education, further study was done at Paine College, Augusta,
Georgia and Albany State College, Albany, Georgia, The librar¬
ian has completed 39 semester hours of graduate work in library
service in the School of Library Service, Atlanta University,
Atlanta, Georgia, To complete the requirements for the Master
Georgia Accrediting Commission, on, cit.. p, 11,
^American Association of School Librarians, on, cit,. p, 25
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of Science Degree in Library Service, she must complete a thesis.
Only one other person serving on the library committee has had
any formal training in library service. The co-chairman of the
committee has six hours of library service from Indiana University.
The duties and responsibilities of the librarian are varied.
In addition to the general areas of activities and services re¬
quired to maintain and direct a fvinctional library program, she
teaches a third grade class and serves as the chairman of this
grade level. She also participates as a member of the music,
dramatics, science, physical education and lunchroom committees.
She works closely with the principal 6ind secretary in com¬
piling the monthly and yesurly attendance reports to the local
board of education and to the State Board of Education. During
the past year she served as secretary for the local Parent Teacher
Association.
Finance
Funds for the library are allocated annually from the State
Department of Education to the local boards of education. The
funds are appropriated on a matching basis. The state furnishes
two-thirds of the bvidget and the local boards eire responsible for
one-third of the funds. The local boards of education then allo¬
cate funds to the local schools on the basis of ADA (average daily
attendsince)
^Georgia Accrediting Commission, op. clt.. p, 12,
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The state of Georgia requires that at least $1.25 per pupil
must be spent for librsiry books.^ The American Library Associa¬
tion recommends that in schools having an enrollment of 250 or
more students at least |4*00 - $6.00 per pupil should be spent
for library books, and that additional funds be allocated for
encyclopedias, magazines, pamphlets, rebinding and supplies.^
Table 2 shows the expenditures and budget for the library
over the five-year academic period, 1960-1965. These figures
include the amount spent for books, encyclopedias, magazines,
audio-visml materials (records) and catalog cards.
TABLE 2
EXPENDITURES FOR LIBRARY MATERIALS AT THE
LEVI WHITE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FOR THE FIVE
YEAR ACADEMIC PERIOD, 1960-1965.
Type of Fiscal Year
Material 1Q60-61 , iq6l-62. 1062-63 1063-6A 106A-65
Books $1,474.69 642.06 773.66 814.71 1,068.34
Encyclopedias • • • • • • • • 90.66 « • • • 102.60
MagaAlnes 44.68 42.00 48.20 45.30 49.35
Audio-Visual
Materials
112.54 118.15 92.56 96.53 159.90
Catalog Cards 42.50 11.45 10.00 8.50 18.85
Total $1,674.41 813.66 1,015.08 965.04 1,399.04
llM^.
^American Association of School Librarians, op. clt.. p. 83.
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The Richmond Coiinty Board of Education does not allocate
funds for newspapers, pamphlets, library supplies, repairs or
rebindings. Funds for these items must be provided from the
central budget of each school.
Although the library budget meets the minimum state re¬
quirements, it does not meet national standards.
Physical Facilities
The Levi White School library is located to the right of
the front entrance of the school and directly across the ball
from the principal’s office. This makes the library easily
accessible to all students and faculty members.
The state requires a minimum of 1,000 square feet in the
reading room plus 122 square feet in the work room.^ Accord¬
ing to national standards the reading room must be able to
accommodate 10 percent of the total enrollment in schools having
551 or more students.^
The reading room is approximately feet by 32^ feet,
or 1,085 square feet. There are 10 standard sized tables and
two smaller tables, suited for use by primary pupils, in this
area. Each table accommodates eight students, providing a seat¬
ing capacity of 96 in the main reading room,
^State Department of Education, Standards for Public Schools
of Georgia (Atlanta: State Department of Education, 1964), p. 9.
o
Americsm Association of School Librarians, op. cit.. p. 93.
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Adjustable wooden shelves are provided on three walls of
the library. The east wall has 14 sections of shelving approx¬
imately 5S|- inches from the floor, each containing four and five
rows of shelves. There are six rows of adjustable shelving to
the 14 sections on the north wall and space for over-sized books.
On the south wall, directly behind the lib3rarian*s desk, there
are three rows of shelving of various dimensions for reference
materials.
The room is also equipped with a circulation desk, a 15
drawer card catalog, an atlas stand, a book truck and two small
bulletin boeu’ds. Windows, extending the length of the west wall
and above the shelves of the east wall, and four rows of fluo¬
rescent ceiling lights provide angsle natural and artificial light
for the reading room. The library is heated by a central heat¬
ing system as is the rest of the building. The room is painted
a very light green with several plants and a book display comer
contributing to its attractiveness.
The conference and workroom of the library are located at
the south end of the library adjacent to each other. The work¬
room is approximately 22 feet by 18 feet in length and width.
It contains a double sink with storage cabinets beneath the sink
and open adjustable shelves on the wall space above. The audio¬
visual materials (records) are stored in this room on the opposite
wall which contains adjustable shelves built to accommodate these
materials. The speech therapist emd music teacher share the work—
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room as a classroom suid for conferences.
The conference room which measures 240 square feet is used
primarily as a storage room for new materials acquired by the
library until they can be processed. Three rows of adjustable
shelves approximately three feet from the floor cover the length
of one wall. The school’s duplicator, mimeograph, opaque pro¬
jector 6ind reading machines are housed in this room along with
a typewriter, filmstrip smd movie projectors, and a legal size
filing cabinet. The work and conference rooms are separated
from the reading room by a glass partition.
General Use of the Library
The national standards require a full time librarian for
a school with an enrollment of 300 or more.^ Richmond Count7
made no provisions for librarians in the elementary school as
of 1964-1965, hence this standard could not be met by the Levi
White School. As a result, the librarian and her class were
assigned to the library. This was done to insure maximum use
of the library under limited conditions.
Since there are no scheduled library periods for class
visitation, teachers are encouraged to bring their classes to
the library in the mornings, during the lunch periods and in the
afternoons. In addition, the library tries to adjust a schedule
to accommodate both teachers and students. The library is open
^Ibid.. p. 25.
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before classes begin, without restrictions to students and
teachers, from 8:00 A.M, to 8:25 A.M.j during the lunch periods
for the primary and upper elementary grades from 11:15 A.M. to
1:15 P.M.j and after the dismissal hour for the lower elementary
grades from 2:15 P.M. to 3t30 P,M, An additional 15 minutes for
library use by the upper elementary grades and the teachers are
provided after school. Teachers and pupils are encouraged to
use these periods as much and as often as possible for materials.
The remainder of the periods are class periods, but if a need
arises to use the library during these periods it may be used.
Table 3 shows the library's daily attendance record for one week,
March 22-26, 1965. The total attendance for the week was 343.
A daily circulation record is kept by the librarian. Pupils
in grades one through three are not allowed to check out books
from the library, however, teachers of those grades may borrow
collections for their individual classrooms. These may be kept
for three weeks. Pupils in grades four through seven are per¬
mitted to check out books for a two week period. They are re¬
quested to make their selections in the mornings between 8:00 A.M.
and 8::25 A.M, and in the afternoons between 2:15 P.M, and 3:30 P.M,
Flexible scheduling is used for the checking out of materials
for home use. The fourth grades are asked to use Monday, the
fifth grades, Tuesday; the sixth grades, Wednesday; and the seventh
grades, Thursday, Friday is left open for pupils who for various
reasons were not able to use the library on the regularly scheduled
TABLE 3
TEACHER AND PUPILS' ATTENDANCE AT THE LEVI WHITE




TIME MONDAY TUESDAY V/EDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY^
PERIOD rRflrthfira Puoils Teachers Puuils Teachers Puoils 1 Teachers Puoils Teachers Puoils
iUlAiiQ
8:00-8;25 A.M. '
(Before School) 2 10 2 1 8 3 7 9 2 44
8:30-9:15 A.M. 1 — — — 4 — 2 1 2 ~ 10
9:15-10:30 A.M. — — — 3 — 3 — 1 1 — 8
10:30-11:15 A.M. — — 1 — ~ — — -2 — — 3
11:15-12:00 N. 3 4 5 6 1 4 1 4 3 31 62
12:00-1:15 P.M. 4 U 2 10 6 28 1 13 4 8 90
I;15-lt45 P.M. — — — 1 — -- — — — 1 2
l:45-2tl5 P.M. — -- — — — 7 — — — 2 9
2:15-3:15 P.M. 1 5 3 8 3 12 8 17 7 14 78
3;15-3::30 P.M. 5 7 2 1 4 2 3 5 2 6 37
Totals 16 40 13 31 19 64 18 50 28 64 343
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days.
There are no fines for overdue books, but lost books must
be paid for by the end of the school jeax» Pupils are usually
very prompt in returning materials because they wish to use other
books. Reference materials and records cannot be checked out by
students, however, teachers may use these materials in their
classrooms but they must be returned to the library by the end
of each school day.
Table 4 shows the circulation record of fiction aind non¬
fiction materials, magazines and records clrcxilated to students
and faculty for the week of March 22-26, 1965.
Table 4 shows that for the week of March 22-26, 1965, a
total of 556 items were checked out of the library. Of this
number 154 or 27 percent were in the area of pure science. This
may have been a result of classroom assigments for the local
Science Fair which was held the second week in April. The table
also shows that 119 books or 21 percent of the total number of
items loaned for the week were Easy Books. A portion of this
figure represents the use of Easy Books as classroom collections
by teachers of the primary grades. The least requested items
were in the areas of philosophy and religion.
Other uses of the library. - - In addition to housing a
class, the library has several other uses. As teachers bring
their classes to the library, the librarian directs the program
of teaching the use of the library and its resources, study and
TABLE 4
THE CIRCULATION RECCRD OF FICTION AND NON-FICTION
MATERIALS, MAGAZINES AND RECORDS AT THE LEVI WHITE










Reference • • 1 • • 2 4 7
Philosophy • • • • 1 • • • • 1
Religion • • 1 1 • • • • 2
Social
Science 6 u 2 • • • • 22
Language 2 11 1 2 • • 16
Pure
Science 35 46 18 21 34 154
Applied
Science 11 4 4 10 7 36
Fine Arts 2 • • 6 • • 1 9
Literature 10 6 1 3 12 32
History and
Travel 1 2 • • 4 3 10
Biography 2 6 8 2 1 19
Fiction U 3 4 8 21 50
Easy Books 38 11 29 10 31 119
Magazines 2 5 3 2 6 18
Records 15 14 7 3 22 61
Total 138 124 85 67 142 556
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work skills involved in using the materials efficiently and
acquaints students with the policies and regulations designed
to insiire maximum use of the library.
The regular faculty meetings are held in the library each
Wednesday after 3:30 P,M, Upon notification from the principal,
call meetings of the faculty and various committee meetings are
held in the library after 2:15 P.M, The library also serves as
the center of such faculty activities as the Christmas, birthday
and end of school entertainments and celebrations for faculty
members who are retiring or resigning.
Relationship of librarian with the principal. - - The
librarian and the principal share a very warm, affectionate and
cordial relationship. He knows and realizes the io^ortance of
the library in the school sind is very sympathetic with the con¬
ditions that exist. When funds are needed for library supplies,
repairs or rebindings, he does not hesitate to appropriate the
money needed from the school budget. The principal suid librarian
work together in the preparation of requisitions for library fur¬
niture, library orders and library reports for the State Depart¬
ment of Education.
Realizing the amount of time and work that must be spent in
the processing of new materials for the library, the principal
requests that other teachers of the same grade level take charge
of the librarian’s regular class until this work can be completed,.
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The librarian also works closely with the principal in the
educational development of the school, serving as a member of the
advisory committee for the in5)lementation of all programs of the
school.
Relationship of the librarian with teachers. The lib¬
rarian's relationship with other members of the faculty is very
warm. She aids the teachers in gathering information to be used
in classroom units, makes suggestions for locating materials not
in the school library and helps teachers select materials geared
to the ability and needs of their students.
Before placing book orders for the library she sends a memo
to teachers asking them to include materials they would like to
have available in the library. As new materials are acquired by




Of utmost importance in any school libraiy is its materials
collection. This collection should be so select that it will best
meet the needs and interests of the persons that it is to serve.
Further, this collection should serve as a supplement to the school's
curriculum. The materials collection shovild be so processed and
organized that it is readily available to its users With this
in mind, the librarian has tried to inqjrove the quantity and
quality of the materials collection and the orgsuiization of the
material.
The Book Collection
Books are the most important of all library resources. No
well selected book collection is ever too large for children and
young people.^ Since 1961 the book collection at Levi White School
library has increased in its quantity and quality. Table 5 shows
the number and percent of books in the library's collection. It
also reveals that the library has a total of 3,537 volumes in the
collection. The largest number of books was in the area of easy
^Mary Peacock Douglas, The Teacher-Librarian's Handbook
(Chicago: American Library Association, 1949), p. 29.
^American Association of School Librarians, op, cit.. p. 76.
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TABLE 5
NU14BER AND PERCENT OF BOOKS IN THE GENERAL COLLECTION
Classification Quantity Percent
000 General Works 9 .2
100 Philosophy 37 1.0
200 Religion 26 .7
300 Social Science 245 7.0
400 Languages 138 4.0
500 Science 517 U.6
600 Useful Arts 320 9.0
700 Fine Arts 220 6.2
800 Literature 165 4.7
900 History 228 6.4
920 Biography U9 4.2








books. This accounted for 769 or 21,8 percent of the total
number of volumes. In the subject area of the library's col¬
lection 517 or 14*6 percent of the total number of volumes were
in the area of useful arts. The library contained very few
volumes in the areas of general works, philosophy and religion.
Of the 3,537 volumes in the collection there are 3,072 different
titles.
The sources from which books are selected for the library
are The Georgia Library List for Elementeirv and High School
Libraries.^ The Children's Catalog.^ A Basic Book Collection
For Elementary Grades.^ and the Booklist and Subscription Books
Bulletin,^
The holdings of the library in comparison with The Georgia
Library List for Elementary and High Schools^ are shown in
Table 6, The Georgia Library List contains a total of 4>669
titles, of which the Levi White School library has a total of
1,272 or 27,22 percent,
^The Georgia Library List for Elementary and High School
Libraries, op,. cit,
^The Children's Catalog, op, cit.
3a Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades, op, cit,
^Booklist and Subscription Books Bulletin. (Chicago: American
Library Association, I96O-I965),
^The Georgia Library List for Elementary and High School
Libraries, op, cit.
TABLE 6
A COJIPARISON OF THE LIBRARY HOLDINGS OF THE LEVI
WHITE SCHOOL LIBRARY WITH THE GEORGIA LIBRARY LIST
FOR ELEMENTARY AND HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIES*




No. on Georgia List No. in Library
Encyclopedia
and
Reference 27 5 18.51
General Works 26 4 15.38
Philosophy 5 2 40.00
Religion 66 17 25.75
Social Science 252 61 23.41
Languages 12 4 33.33
Science 630 183 29.04
Useful Arts 297 66 21.89
Literature lU 32 28.07
History 717 238 33,19
Easy Books 877 310 35.35
Fiction 1,609 343 21.31
Story Collection 37 7 18.91
Total 4,669 1,272 27.22
*The Georgia Library List for Elementary and High School Libraries
1Q62-1963 (Atlantar State Department of Education, 1962).
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The library's comparative holdings are strongest again in the
area of easy books. Of the 877 titles on the Georgia List, the
library has 310 or 35.35 percent. In the subject areas the library
was strongest in its history titles, with 238 or 33.19 percent of
the titles, and in the philosophy titles, having two or 40.00 per¬
cent of the 5 titles listed. Again the collection is weakest in
the area of general works. Of the 26 titles on the list the
library only has four or 15.38 percent.
The library's holdings were also compared with the listings
in the Children's Catalog^ (see Table 7). Of the 3,162 titles
listed in the Catalog the library held 788 or 21.12 percent. In
this respect the library was strongest in the area of literature.
Of the 13 titles listed in the Catalog, the library held 8 or
61.53 percent. The holdings of the library were weakest in the
area of philosophy. The library did not hold any of the four
titles listed.
The third con^jarison of the library's holdings was with A
Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades.^ Table 8 reveals
that of the 1,020 titles listed in the Basic Book Collection the
library had 338 or 33.14 percent. As in two of the preceeding
comparisons, the library's strongest holdings were in the area
of picture books. Of the 130 titles listed, the library held
^The Children's Catalog, op. clt.
^A Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades, op. cit.
TABLE 7
A C01'ffl>ARISON OF THE LIBRARY HOLDINGS OF THE LEVI
WHITE SCHOOL LIBRARY WITH THE CHILDREN'S CATALOG*
f




No. in Catalog No. in Library
General Works 52 7 13.44
Philosophy 4 - 00.00
Religion 58 5 8.58
Social Science 336 107 31.84
Language 18 5 27.77
Pure Science 431 131 30.39
Technology 200 65 32.50
The Arts 180 23 12.77
Literature 13 8 61.53
History 668 105 15.71
Fiction 725 199 27.43
Story Collection 62 15 24.19
Easy Books 415 118 28.43
Total 3,162 788 21.12
"Children's Catalog (10th ed.j New York: H, W. Wilson Con^jany, 1961).
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TABLE 8
A CCMPARISON OF THE HOLDINGS OF THE LEVI WHITE SCHOOL LIBRARY
WITH A BASIC BOOK GQLLEGTIQN FOR FT.EMENTARY GRADES*




No. in Catalog No, in Library
Tools for
Librarian 20 4 20.00
Reference
Books 12 3 25.00
Religion 12 2 16.66
Social Science 91 32 35.12
Language 3 1 33.33
Pure Science 130 49 37.69
Applied Science 100 30 30.00
Fine Arts 50 9 18.00
Literature 32 9 28.75
History 225 63 28.00
Fiction 215 74 34.41
Pictxire Books 130 62 37.69
Total 1,020 338 33.13




62 or 47.69 percent. Of the subject areas treated, the strong¬
est holdings were in the areas of pure science, 49 or 37,69 per¬
cent of the 130 titles listed, and in the social science, having
32 or 35.13 percent of the 91 titles listed. The library was
weakest in the area of religion. Of the 12 titles listed the
library held only two or 16.66 percent. The comparisons seem
to indicate that the library's collection as a whole is weak in
the number of titles held.
The Georgia state standards for elementary school libraries
require that the school library begin with a minimum of at least
five books per child.^ This standard is not met by the Levi White
School library which has 3.6 books per child. Neither has the
national standard been met which recommends a collection of 6,000-
10,000 books.^
Periodicals
An in5)ortant part of any school library collection are the
magazines,^ The American Library Association recommends for a
library the size of the Levi White School library, "25 titles plus
at least five titles of professional magazines in the area of
librarianship and instructional magazines".^
^Georgia Accrediting Commission, oo. cit.. p. 11.




The following is a list of periodicals for which the
library subscribes:
American Girl Newsweek
Better Homes and Gardens Look
Booklist Life
Boy’s Life Parent’s Magazine
Childhood Education Plays
Elementary English National Geographic
Highlights for Children Science Newsletter
Horn Book Time
Instructor Seventeen
Jack and Jill Wee Wisdom
Ebony and Jet magazines are gift subscriptions to the library.
Table 9 shows the number of magazine titles that the
library holds in comparison with a suggested list of titles
found in A Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades.^ Of
the 12 titles listed in A Basic Book Collection the library
has six or $0 percent. Magazine titles for the library are
selected from The Georgia Magazine Llst,^ The list contains a
total of 86 magazine titles recommended for purchase by the
elementary school. Of these 86 the Levi White School library
^A Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades, op, cit,. p, 94.
Estate Department of Education, Division of Instructional
Materials and Library Services, 1963-1964 Georgia Magazine List
(Atleinta: State Department of Education, Fall, 1963).
TABLE 9
A COMPARISON OF THE MAGAZEJES FOUND IN THE LEVI WHITE SCHOOL
LIBRARY AND A SUGGESTED LIST FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS FOUND
IN A BASIC BOOK COLLECTION FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES*
Name of Magazine Basic Book Collection In Library
Current Biography X • ♦
Jxinior Scholastic X • •
Life X X
Newsweek X X
National Geographic X X
Popular Science X •
Science Newsletter X X
American Jr, Red
Cross Journal X • •




*A Basic Book Collection for Elementary Grades, op. cit.
subscribes to 19 or 22.09 percent.
The library does not subscribe to either of the two local
daily nswspapers, however, the librarian gives the library her
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personal copy of The Augusta Chronicle each day. It can be easily
seen that national standards are not met by the library.
Vertical File Materials
The Richmond County Board of Education does not allocate
funds for the purchase of panphlets, pictures, clippings and other
vertical file materials. Realizing that these kinds of materials
are invaluable sources of recent and current Information, the
librarian tries to see that materials of this sort are avail¬
able to students and faculty.
Much of the vertical file material is received through
gifts from other teachers. The librarian clips magazine articles,
pictures from discarded books and magazines and uses free materials
to build up the collection. The collection is weeded once a year
to insure that the information in the file is kept current.
Vertical file information is kept in folders in the filing
cabinet. This material is classified by subject. The subject
headings used are those found in Sear*3 List of Sub.iect Headings.^
These folders are available to teachers and students upon request.
Audio-Visual Materials
The audio-vistial materials are kept in the workroom of the
library and in the vault of the principal’s office. The school’s
band instruments are also stored in the vault which has necessitated
the moving of most of the audio-visual equipment into the library,
Minnie Earl Sears, List of Sub.iect Headings (New York: H,
W, Wilson,, Company, 8th ed,, 1959).
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A fifth grade teacher serves as the audio-visual coordinator for
the school, but the librarian is in charge of filling requests
for the use of the equipoaent and material. Audio-visual equip¬
ment and material housed in the library consist of seven record
players, 370 recordings, one tape recorder, one reading machine,
one opaque projector, one filmstrip projector, one movie pro¬
jector, three filmstrips, two large world globes, one flat map
of each continent, one map of the United States, and one map
showing each county in Georgia. Other maps and globes are de¬
posited in individual teachers’ classrooms.
Table 10 shows the audio-visual material and equipment and
the frequency of requests for its use during one semester.
TABLE 10
TYPES OF AUDIO-VISUAL EQUIPMENT AND THE FREQUENCY
OF REQUESTS FOR ITS USE, SECOND SEMESTER, 1965
Item Frequency
Recordings (370) 972
Record Players (7). 636
Reading Machine (l) 450
Tape Recorder (l) 155
Movie Projector (l) 275
Filmstrip Projector (l) 56
Opaque Projector (l) 5
Filmatrips (3) 16
Television (l) 2
It shows that of the audio-visual materials requested, the record
players and recordings were the most in demand. The television
set, usually kept in the principal's office, was requested least
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of all. It may be noted that there axe no films listed and only
three filmstrips. This is due to the fact that films and film¬
strips are borrowed each month from the Richmond Coimty Audio-
Visual Center and from the State Department of Education Materials
Center by the audio-visual coordinator.
The national standard recommends that not less than one per¬
cent of the total per pupil cost which ranges from $2,00-16.00
per student be spent for audio-visual materials, exclusive of
equipment.^ This standard is not met by the Levi White School
library.
Organization of the materials, If a library is to serve
to its fullest capacity, it must be so organized that each book
is readily accounted for and its content fairly easily known,^
The American Association of School Librarians recommends the
following basic policies for the organization of the materials
collection:
1, The collections of materials are organized to
permit the most efficient service to students
and teachers in the library and in the class¬
rooms,
2. The book collection of the school library is
cataloged and classified according to standard
procedures recommended for elementary and
secondary school libraries,
^American Association of School Librarians, op, cit.. p, 84.
^Mary Peacock Douglas, oo. cit.. p, 29,
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3. Audio-visual materials are cataloged and
arranged according to the standard pro¬
cedures recommended for processing these
materials. In schools where audio-visual
materials are not part of the library area,
the card catalog in the school library con¬
tains entries for audio-visual items owned
by the school.
Lists or indexes of pertinent materials
obtainable from the central audio-visual
depository are made available in the school
library.
4. Magazines, pamphlets, and ephemeral materials
are organized and arranged for quick and
effective use.
5. Records for the acquisition and the cir¬
culation of materials are maintained in the
library as required for the sake of effi¬
ciency and for official reports. These re¬
cords are kept as simple as possible,
6. Centralized facilities are provided when¬
ever the number of schools in a system
warrants the establishment of central
ordering and processing facilities and
staff.l
In organizing the Levi White School library, the
librarian has tried to follow these basic policies. The
library collection is divided into four main sections, general
books, picture or easy books, fiction and reference materials.
The general works are located to the right of the en¬
trance to the library. These books are cataloged according
to the Dewey Decimal Classification System, followed by the
first initial of the author's last name. Where there is more
than one copy of a book by the same author, this is indicated
^American Association of School Librarians, op. cit.. p. 90.
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on the spine of the book, also, for exanple, Dewey number
followed by author's initial and c.l, c.2, c.3,, • The shelves
holding the general collection are marked in two ways. Shelf
labels containing the term "General Works" are placed on the top
of the shelves holding these books; and smaller removable shelf
labels are then placed on each row of shelves with the Dewey
number of each row, for example, 500 - pure science, 598,2 -
birds. The general collection is arranged on the shelves first
by Dewey number and then alphabetically by author.
The second section of shelves on the right wall holds the
library's easy book collection. These books are cataloged by
using the letter "E" and the first initial of the author's last
name. Where there are two or more copies of a work by the same
author, the same indication is made as in the case of the general
collection. These books are arranged on the shelves alphabeti¬
cally by author. The shelves are marked with the general term,
"Easy Books" at the top of each section of books, and each row
is in turn marked with the letters of books that it holds, i.e.,
"Easy Books C - D".
The fiction collection, located on the back wall of the
library, is cataloged in the same manner as the picture books
with one exception. The large letter "F" is used on the spine instead
of "E", The shelves holding this collection are labeled "Fiction";
smaller shelf labels on each row are used as described for the
easy book collection.
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The reference materials are cataloged in the same manner
as the general collection. The letters "Ref" precede the Dewey
number and first initial of the author's last name. The books
are located on the shelves in the front of the library, directly
behind the librarian's desk.
The card catalog is divided into three sections, general
works, easy books and fiction books. There are at least two
entries for each book, author and title. For most books there
is a subject entry, also.
Printed catalog cards are ordered by the librarian from the
State Department of Education, along with each book order. Each
package of cards contains at least three printed cards, which
are to be used as shelf-list, author and title cards. A suggested
Dewey classification number and subject headings are printed on
the bottom left hand corner of the card. In most Instances two
to three extra cards are included in the packet to be used as
subject entry cards. The librarian must type the classification
number and the title and subject entries on the card.
As stated previously, most of the audio-visual materials
and equipment are housed in the library. The librarian keeps a
record and serial numbers of all equipment. The recordings are
cataloged by subject eind grade interest. The shelves which hold
the recordings are labeled so that teachers are able to select
records easily. Recordings which follow the music books of each
grade level are placed first, for example, albums of all first
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grade music are placed on the first shelf and so marked (First
Grade), second grade albums on the second shelf and so on through
the seventh grade. These are followed by shelves which are marked
by subject, i.e., "Religious Music", "Classical Music", "Christ¬
mas Music", "Fairy Tale Albums", etc. The librarian makes two
cards for each record, a title card and a subject card, which are
kept in a file box on the librarian’s desk.
Magazines to which the library subscribes are stamped with
the library's stamp and placed on the magazine rack in the library
as they come in. Because of the lack of storage space, magazines
are only kept for a one month period and then discarded.
The librarian maintains three types of records, acquisitions,
shelf-list and circulation. The library inventory is taken during
the last month of each school year. This information is essential
for the principal's report to the State Department of Education.
CHAPTER IV
SIM-IART AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The city of Augusta, Georgia lies approximately 171 miles
southeast of Atlanta, Georgia. It serves as the county seat
for Richmond County and according to the D. 3. Census of I960
has a population of 216,639, of which 63,823 or 40 percent were
Negroes. Augusta is both an agrioultviral and an industrial
region. The city provides ample cultural and recreational
facilities for its citizens. As an educational center for the
southeastern region of the state, Augusta has a total of 49
elementary and secondary schools, three parochial schools, two
vocational schools and three institutions of higher learning.
The Levi White Elementary School, erected in 1956, serves
the South Nellieville section of Augusta. In I964 ten addi¬
tional classrooms were added to the 18 classrooms of the
original structure. The school’s enrollment for the academic
year 1964-1965 vas 965 students and 30 faculty members. The
school’s philosophy centers around the child and the prepar¬
ation of the child for today's society. The library’s phi¬
losophy incorporates the basic philosophy of the school.
The purpose of this study was to svirvey the existing
facilities, services and use of the Levi White School library.
Data for the survey were gotten through observation and ex—
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amination of all library reports and records. The recommen¬
dations for the inprovement of library service are based upon
the findings of this data.
The writer of this study is the school's librarian, how¬
ever, every effort has been made to keep this survey as ob¬
jective as possible.
The Levi White School library was not organized vintil
1961 even though the school was erected in 1956. There were
two reasons for this: (l) the lack of trained personnel and
(2) the library was used as a classroom. A central library
was organized in the fall of I96I when the present librarian
was hired.
The administrative policies of the library are formulated
at the state level. These policies are adapted by each region
with the methods for enforcing these policies left to the
discretion of the individual school.
The Levi White School library does not have a full time
librarian. There is a third grade teacher who serves as
librarian, and a library committee which composes the library
personnel. The school meets the state standards in this re—-
spect, as they require a person with six hours of library train¬
ing, or a library committee and/or access to a consultant in
library service. National standards, which require a full-time
librarian and a fxill time clerical assistant, are not met by the
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library.
The materials funds which are available for library pur¬
poses at Levi White School are received from the state and local
boards of education. Over a five year period the library re¬
ceived a total of $5,867,23» State standards which require a
$1.25 per pupil expenditxa7e for books was met by the school,
but national standards which recommend a per pupil expenditure
of $4»00-$6.00 are not met by the library.
Funds are not allocated for the purchase of audio-visual
equipment, library supplies, repairs and vertical-file materials.
These must be purchased through the centred budget of the school.
The physical facilities of the school proved to be adequate
when evaluated in light of the standards proposed by the state
and the American Library Association. The library is able to
seat 96 students which is 10 percent of the school enrollment
eind has ample floor space as required by the state standards.
Since the library houses a class and has no full time
librarian it is not able to function as effectively as it should.
The library is open to students and faculty 25 minutes before
school begins, during the lunch periods and an hour and 15 min¬
utes after the dismissal of the lower elementary grades. Should
the need eo’ise for students and teachers to use the library during
regular scheduled class periods it may be used. Teachers are en—
coxiraged to bring their classes to the library for visits during
the morning, lunch and afternoon periods. During a typical school
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week 343 persons visited the library, either to borrow or re¬
turn materials, or for class visits.
The students in grades one through three are not allowed
to borrow books from the library, but the teachers of these grades
are permitted to borrow small collections of books for class¬
room use for a three week period. Students in grades four through
seven are loaned materials for a two week period. The library
does not maintain a fine system but lost books must be paid for
before the end of the school year. During a one week period 556
items were circulated by the library. Of this number, 154 or 27
percent of these items were in the area of science.
The book collection of the school failed to meet both state
and national standards. The Levi White School library has a total
of 3»537 volumes of which there are 3,072 different titles. The
school library averages only 3.6 books per child. State standards
require a minimum of five books per child, while the American
Library Association recommends a collection of from 6,000-10,000
volumes for a school with an enrollment the size of Levi White.
Since state standards for periodicals are vague it could
not be determined to what extent the library met requirements.
However, to meet national standards the library must add three
titles in the professional area of libi^rianship and eight titles
in the general sureas.
The audio-visual equipment and materials are limited. The
bulk of this collection consists of 370 recordings and seven record
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players. The national standard which recommends that not less
than one percent of the total per pupil cost be spent for audio¬
visual materials is not met by the school*
Based on the standards used in making this survey, the
library was inadequate in most instances. The library is not
able to provide the service to its users that it should. The
results of the survey point out there are certain library ser¬
vices and materials which should be given immediate attention
if the library is to be a beneficial part of the school program.
Recommendations for these services and materials are as follows:
(1) The class which is housed in the library should
be removed as soon as possible.
(2) The library staff should consist of a full-time
librarian with a full-time clerical assistant,
(3) The budget sho\ild be increased to meet the minimum
requirements of the American Library Association,
(4) Funds should be appropriated for the purchase of
audio-visual materials (filmstrips, films, etc.),
library supplies and vertical file materials.
(5) Adequate funds should be appropriated for a pro¬
fessional library collection,
(6) Funds for the book collection should be raised to
meet minimum state and national standards,
(7) There should be regularly scheduled periods of
classroom visitation to the library.
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